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Abstract—Finding a good balance between link congestion and

over-provisioning for network service providers is a challenge.
Recent advances in transport protocols promise a smoother
transfer of bulk background data — traffic that P2P (Peer-to-
Peer) file sharing systems are significantly contributing to still
today. This paper focuses on reducing the link congestion, and
traffic peaks originating from P2P systems by replicating data
during periods of low network traffic. For this purpose, RB-
Tracker is proposed as an extension of B-Tracker in order to
automatically manage the overlay network and replication of
content, similar to a Content Delivery Network (CDN). RB-
Tracker is designed to manage autonomously a P2P network
and to use state-of-the-art mechanisms, such as biased neighbor
selection.

I. INTRODUCTION

P2P file sharing applications still account for a large portion
of Internet traffic [4], thus, the Future Internet will have to
deal with this traffic type, too. P2P-induced traffic contributes
to link congestion and drives cost of operations, since it does
not consider ISP (Internet Service Provider) domains. Traffic
shaping techniques, which discriminate P2P traffic, can have
a negative effect on P2P customers [13]. Handling peaks with
higher capacity infrastructure leads to over-provisioning. Re-
cent advances in transport protocols [14] promise a smoother
transfer for bulk background data compared to TCP (Trans-
mission Control Protocol). Biased Neighbor Selection [2], [3]
enables peers to prefer locally close peers, when establishing
connections and has proven to reduce intra-domain traffic.

In P2P systems, a tracker manages the overlay network by
serving neighbors to peers. Experiments with B-Tracker [8], a
balanced and fully distributed tracker, showed higher efficiency
in terms of upload bandwidth consumption and better load
balancing compared to a DHT (Distributed Hash Table) tracker
such as [10], [15]. Motivated by the effectiveness of B-Tracker,
RB-Tracker was designed with the goal to reduce traffic peaks
and inter-domain traffic — by which RB-Tracker is forming
an integrated resource management of networked services,
here P2P services. RB-Tracker is based on the main idea
of exploiting locality and replicating content during non-peak
hours similar to a CDN.

The newly proposed RB-Tracker incorporates three mech-
anisms in a fully distributed system, which form an inte-
grated management approach for P2P services combined with
content-aware distribution demands: (1) the identification of
content that is popular and of interest to the user in order to
replicate it to the local cache. (2) the identification of network

status to determine a feasible time to replicate, that is an off-
peak hour. (3) the identification of close peers to replicate from
in order to avoid additional intra-domain traffic induced by
replication. This paper’s main contribution is the design of
RB-Tracker and a report on the respective work in progress.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section II presents work related to RB-Tracker. Section III
explains the design of RB-Tracker’s mechanisms. Finally, the
work is concluded in Section IV where also an outlook on
future work is given.

II. RELATED WORK AND CONCEPTS

The different concepts to solve the problems stated above
include: (1) reducing link congestion, (2) reducing inter-
domain traffic, (3) influencing the P2P overlay through neigh-
bor selection, (4) caching and replication, and (5) applying
a fully distributed system. After presenting B-Tracker (RB-
Tracker’s basis) and intermediate results, additional related
work addressing one or more concepts (1-5) is introduced.

A. B-Tracker

B-Tracker is a balanced tracker for P2P systems and its
usage is not limited to a special kind of P2P system. B-
Tracker relies on two stages for tracking. First, it uses a DHT
to bootstrap a new peer into the system. Second, once a peer
has B-Tracker neighbors, it uses direct messages to query other
peers for new providers. Simulations [8] have shown that B-
Tracker reduces the tracking overhead in comparison to a DHT
tracker as used in [10], [15] and that B-Tracker balances the
load among all peers, especially for large swarms and high
churn. Load in the context of the B-Tracker is defined as
upload bandwidth consumption, since upload is the scarcest
resource in P2P systems.

B-Tracker has been implemented as a plugin for the popular
BitTorrent client Vuze [9], in order to show simulation results
in a realistic experiment, which is based on Vuze instances.
The experiment follows a flash crowd scenario, where a new
file starts being shared by few seeders and suddenly becomes
very popular. For the experiment, a 714 MByte large Ubuntu
image was used. The experiment was considered finished
when all peers completed their download. The experiment was
executed on 5 test bed servers, where each server was running
200 Vuze instances concurrently. The experiment was repeated
with the same churn rate 5 times. The experiments applied
churn by stopping a percentage, defined by the churn rate, of
randomly selected regular peers. Churn rate is defined as the
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Fig. 1. Preliminary Results of Ongoing B-Tracker Experiments. Load is defined as the average size of uploaded tracking messages.

percentage of regular peers which are stopped. Once peers are
stopped, they are immediately replaced by new peers.

The experiment involved 1,000 active Vuze instances rep-
resenting peers. There are three types of peers: (a) a DHT
bootstrap node, which supports the DHT and does not take
part in file sharing. (b) original seeders, which store the file
from the beginning. Seeders are present from the beginning
of the experiment and show an upload limit of 250 kByte/s.
This reflects a standard ISP offering. (c) regular Peers joining
the swarm with an exponentially growing inter-arrival time
similar to a flash crowd. They also suffer from churn. Regular
peers have variable upload limits distributed around the same
250 kByte/s the seeders have.

Figure 1a depicts the amount of tracking data uploaded
by one peer on average. Error bars represent the standard
deviation between those five repetitions of the experiment.
Those results show that B-Tracker is more efficient in terms of
upload bandwidth consumption than a DHT tracker, although
a DHT is used in both approaches. These results indicate
that tracking load increases with increased churn and that B-
Tracker scales even better, once churn increases.

Figure 1b outlines current results regarding load balancing.
To measure load balance, the standard deviation of uploaded
tracking data per peer was calculated. A smaller standard
deviation means better load balance. The graph shows that
DHT approaches to load balancing are turning worse with
churn, whereas B-Tracker first improves and then worsens as
well. Moderate churn has positive effects on load balancing in
case of B-Tracker.

B. Related Projects

Addressing concept (1), LEDBAT [14] defines an experi-
mental transport protocol with a congestion control mechanism
based on delay measurements. It targets background data
transfers, which are less important than interactive applications
like HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol). In contrast to TCP,
LEDBAT does not wait until packets are dropped. Instead it
measures delay and decides based on that measurement if a
link is congested. This way LEDBAT uses as much bandwidth
as possible, but yields this bandwidth to other protocols.

Addressing concept (2), in support of a reduction of inter-
domain traffic, two approaches for P2P file sharing exist:

Biased Neighbor Selection (BNS) [2], [3] and Biased Un-
choking (BU) [12]. The idea behind BNS is to manipulate
a peer’s neighbor set in a way that it contains mostly peers
that are closely located in terms of network distance. Thus,
inter-domain traffic can be reduced significantly. An external
service called oracle is asked to determine the closeness of
two peers. [2] proposed an alternative tracker, which returns a
locality biased set of providers. The client, in turn, only asks
for additional AS (Autonomous Systems) external providers,
once its external neighbor number is below a certain threshold.
[3] developed a Vuze plugin called Ono, which uses CDNs as
oracle exploiting DNS (Domain Name System) redirection-
based load balancing done by CDNs. Using a peer’s different
redirections, a similarity score is calculated. More similar
peers are preferred when establishing neighbor relations, which
results in a biased overlay network, determined as concept (3).
To find sa ufficient number close peers more tracker queries are
required than with a regular client. However, in [2] the solution
needs a change in the tracker software, which is not yet proven
to scale for multiple large swarms. The Ono plugin cannot
influence the response from the tracker, so it has to query it
more often than a regular BitTorrent client until it eventually
finds a sufficient number of close providers. Both approaches
rely on external server-based services, which contradict the
P2P paradigm, concept (5).

[12] proposes BU, which is a BitTorrent-based addition
to BNS. BNS can only influence a peer’s neighbor set, how
data is exchanged is decided by a BitTorrent-specific choking
algorithm. BU modifies the choking algorithm in a way that
peers being locally close have a higher chance of being un-
choked or of receiving data from the peer, respectively. These
simulations show that the benefits of BU are most prominent
in combination with BNS. [12] also state that beneficial effects
already arise, once only a fraction of the swarm uses BNS and
BU.

The caching concept (4) originates from CDNs like the
Akamai network [1]. It relies on thousands of servers spread
across more than 70 countries to deliver content to users.
Akamai applies layered caching to bring content closer to
the consumer and, in turn, reduces delays. CDNs rely on
infrastructure, which has to be upgraded if the number of users
increases. However, in P2P systems resources increase as the
number of users increases. CDNs focus on user experiences,
whereas RB-Tracker’s goal is to improve the traffic character-
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF RELATED WORK

Concept RB-Tracker MP CDN BNS BU LEDBAT

(1) Reducing link
congestion

+ + + - - +

(2) Reducing inter-
domain traffic

+ + + + + -

(3) Influencing P2P
overlay

+ - - + - -

(4) Caching and
replication

+ + + - - -

(5) Applying a fully
distributed system

+ - - - - +/-

istics of the content distribution in P2P systems.

MirrorPlane (MP) [11] (MP) applies P2P caching (4) to
reduce inter-domain traffic (2). MP is a modified BitTorrent
client, which monitors swarms and schedules replication. MP’s
most prominent drawback is scalability, since it relies on an
ISP deployed server which monitors all peers. Their calcula-
tions state that roughly 130 Mbit/s of bandwidth are required
for monitoring one million peers. A fully distributed system
(5) can overcome this issue by spreading the load to all peers
using the system. Furthermore, the server maintenance cost
can be avoided. Despite these drawbacks, simulation results
of [11] show significant potential for a P2P CDN.

Thus, Table I indicates an overview of the related work
and its concepts (1-5) applied. On one hand, BNS and BU
significantly reduce inter-AS traffic by influencing the P2P
overlay structure, while they do not consider network load and
cannot help reduce traffic peaks. LEDBAT, on the other hand,
is considering local observations in order to identify congested
links, which occur often during peak hours. Caching is applied
by CDNs like Akamai.

III. DESIGN

The RB-Tracker approach incorporates three distributed
mechanisms: Mechanism (1) determines, which files to repli-
cate, mechanism (2) determines when to replicate, and mech-
anism (3) determines, which peers to select for a replication.

A. Determining Files to Replicate

CDNs use caching to bring content closer to their users [1].
RB-Tracker does the same, but additionally replicates content
to peers since these are less stable than CDN servers. The
determination of files to replicate depends on the goals of
caching. For RB-Tracker this goal is to reduce peak loads.
Therefore, popular content is replicated, since popular content
causes most traffic. Furthermore, similar to the Radiommender
[7] approach, RB-Tracker replicates recommendable files cre-
ating an incentive for the replicating peer to provide disk space.

A peer is downloading and sharing files that the peer itself
has an interest in. Therefore, a peer’s file set is an expression of
its interest. Under these assumptions, RB-Tracker can exploit
B-Tracker’s mesh structure to compare file sets of neighbors.
Highly overlapping file sets indicate common interest and,
therefore, additional content can be found and replicated
without any user interaction.

Figure 2 shows an example of a neighbor set of peers, each
letter represents a file being shared. Such a mesh structure is

Fig. 2. Example of a Simplified Neighbor Set over Several Files

typical in B-Tracker and can be exploited by RB-Tracker to
gather information about files shared among neighbors.

The following example mechanism has been designed to
address popularity: Peer P1 collects file sets of its neighbors:
{ACY }, {AX}, {ABYX}, {BX}, {BCY }, {CX} and
for each file set the similarity is calculated by counting
common files to its file set {ABC}: P2 = 2, P3 = 1,
P4 = 2, P5 = 1, P6 = 2, P7 = 1. In the next step,
unknown files from these file sets receive the similarity score of
their set. Multiple occurrences are added: Y = 2 + 2 + 2 = 6,
X = 1 + 2 + 1 + 1 = 5. This shows that, even though X is
more popular (shared by 4) than Y (shared by 3), Y is the
better candidate to replicate, because it has a higher chance
of being in the P1’s interest. Further evaluations of additional
recommendation schemes determine work in progress.

B. Finding the Right Time

An RB-Tracker peer uses passive network measurement
approaches similar to LEDBAT. By adding a time stamp to
messages sent between peers, a peer measures delay and builds
statistics based on its measurements. Based on these statistics
a peer can determine when delay is increasing. An increase
in the delay between two peers can have two causes: (1) the
link is congested or (2) the neighbor is busy. In any case the
neighbor is not a feasible source for replication and another
peer needs to be found.

C. Determining Closeness

A service that provides a locality function for two IP
addresses can be used to determine how close two peers are.
One example of such a service comes out of the SmoothIT
project [6] and was used in [12]. Since RB-Tracker is a fully
distributed system, the following mechanism is used. A peer
in RB-Tracker decides, if it should replicate from a neighbor
using the number of AS hops between them. To calculate the
AS hop distance vector, a trace route tool in combination with
an IP to AS map is used. Such a hop distance vector has to be
calculated only once, when two peers first meet. Evaluation of
different threshold values determines work in progress.

A simplified example illustrates this mechanism. A peer
P1 queries its neighbor P3 for additional providers for
file A. P3 already knows those AS hops to P1 from
the trace route performed, when the connection was estab-
lished. The AS hop vector from P3 to P1 is: VP3−P1 =
{AS33, AS22, AS11}. P3 knows two potential peers
for replying to P1. Their AS hop vectors are known
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as well: VP3−P2 = {AS33, AS66, AS88} , VP3−P4 =
{AS33, AS22, AS44}. Based on these vectors P3 returns
the peer with the longest matching vector to VP3−P1. In this
example, this is VP3−P4, since the first two hops match and,
therefore, P4 is returned in response to the query.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes a first step in the process of de-
veloping an automatically configured P2P CDN, termed RB-
Tracker, which aims to reduce peak load and inter-domain
traffic. Combining concepts from P2P systems and CDNs, RB-
Tracker incorporates three mechanisms to improve automatic
network management in the application layer. A larger set of
further and extensive experiments are required to validate these
claims under many additional considerations.

While the Future Internet will see P2P traffic as well as
content distribution services integrated, the new proposal of
RB-Tracker’s approach in this paper incorporates the respective
demands into a fully distributed system. As such, the RB-
Tracker forms an integrated management approach for P2P
services combined with content-aware distribution demands by
addressing mechanisms for identification of interesting content,
network status, and close peers for replication.

For the evaluation of RB-Tracker in respect to inter-domain
traffic, it is necessary for the experiments to run in different
ASs, because inter-AS traffic has to be measured to show
the expected benefits. It is planned to move the experiment
into EmanicsLab [5], which consists of several servers spread
across Europe with nodes located in different ASs. In this pa-
per, a direct replication and caching mechanism was presented,
which combines the P2P and CDN requirements for a Future
Internet.

Additional and more sophisticated mechanisms will be
evaluated and respective experiments with full files, compared
to replicating chunks, have to be carried out. Further recom-
mendation mechanisms, such as Radiommender [7] and the
one described in Section III, have to be evaluated. Since this is
a key aspect, evaluation of several recommendation schemes
will have a high priority. Furthermore, work is required in
the design and evaluation of network monitoring mechanisms.
Besides the simple approach described in this paper, where
monitoring of link congestion is done during file transfers,
more sophisticated algorithms have to be evaluated that also
include forecasting of link congestion for optimal scheduling
of upcoming file replication.

The recommendation-based caching of RB-Tracker leads
to a biased network of peers. This bias is based on common
interest in files and locality. Therefore, common interests and
locally close peers are clustered similar to a social network.
Adding a social network component to the file sharing com-
munity opens a whole new field.

Another question is if users have an incentive to contribute
resources in a P2P CDN. The success of P2P systems shows
that there exist enough altruistic users which are willing to
provide resources [11]. However, for a replication mechanism
it is beneficial when users provide as much storage space as

available. This means, on the one hand, incentive mechanisms
need to be evaluated how to encourage users to contribute as

much as possible. On the other hand, an evaluation should
examine the impact of storage size with respect to the overall
performance of a P2P CDN.
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